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Singlet oxygen partition between the outer-,
inner- and membrane-phases of photo/
chemotherapeutic liposomes†

Vladimir Kabanov, a Sanjana Ghosh,b Jonathan F. Lovell b and
Belinda Heyne *a

Liposomes carrying membrane-embedded porphyrin-phospholipid (PoP) are capable of chemo- and

photo-therapeutic modes of action, which make them a potential candidate material for next-generation

cancer treatments. This study examines singlet oxygen (1O2) production and release by PoP liposomes

carrying either no chemotherapeutic cargo (EMPTY), or those carrying either doxorubicin (DOX) or

irinotecan (IRT) chemotherapy drugs. Herein, we developed a strategy to quantify the fraction of 1O2 lifetime

spent in the three distinct local liposomal environments by obtaining four key pieces of information for each

system: average 1O2 deactivation rate constants (kD) for liposome suspensions in H2O and in D2O solvents,

as well as the absolute and the apparent 1O2 production quantum yields (FD). Despite the characteristic

differences in their photophysical behavior, namely in FD values, all three formulations of PoP liposomes

were found to carry out 1O2 release in a similar manner. It was found that 480% of all sensitized 1O2 from

the ensemble of PoP liposomes deactivates within the nanostructures themselves, with the largest portion

(B50%) deactivating in the lipid membrane specifically. Based on these findings, we conclude that the

current design of the PoP liposomes is well suited for light-induced chemotherapeutic drug release.

Importantly, the 1O2 partition quantification approach reported herein has potential to be a tool for

characterizing nanoparticulate light-activated chemo- and phototherapeutic systems.

Introduction

Over the last few decades, photodynamic therapy (PDT) has
become a major topic of investigation as an alternative treatment
method for cancer and infectious diseases.1 Unlike conventional
chemotherapy, PDT relies on the process of photosensitization,
i.e. light-induced production of cytotoxic reactive oxygen species
from a chromophore (photosensitizer, PS).2,3 This mode of action
inherently gives PDT an advantage of being a more spatio-
temporally controlled tumour treatment strategy.4 While PDT is
gaining momentum to be applied in the clinic for the treatment of
skin, oral and lung conditions,5,6 to this day it is not widely
accepted as a frontline therapy for deeper lying solid tumours.7

One of the challenges preventing broader PDT application is the
very nature of the photosensitization process, that is, its reliance

on the photosensitizer’s ability to absorb photons through
tissues.2,3 Even red or near infrared light penetrates tissues only
to a couple of centimetres’ depth. Thus, for deeper tumours, this
leads to the lack of, or generally poor, PS excitation and,
ultimately, the inability of the photosensitization process to
produce a sufficient amount of cytotoxic species for tumour
destruction under reasonable irradiation conditions.3,8

Recent advancements in materials science, especially nano-
science, have provided possible mitigations to this problem.7,9,10

Solutions such as two photon absorbing nanomaterials,11 photon
up-conversion nanoparticles,12 and organic–inorganic hybrid
nanomaterials,13 to name a few, have all been proposed and
studied in the literature. However, these methods rely on
complex photophysical and quantum phenomena, and are
not yet easily accessible.7 On the other hand, novel materials
which combine both the photo- and the chemo-therapeutic
modes of action are within closer reach to see widespread
clinical applications.14,15 Such materials commonly consist of
a chemo-drug encapsulated in a nanoparticle carrier equipped
with a light triggered drug release mechanism.16 This design
benefits from keeping the drug dormant unless acted upon by a
photo-stimulus, making it less harmful than classical chemo-
therapy. Meanwhile, the photosensitization process only needs
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to produce enough reactive oxygen species to locally trigger the
drug release.14

Among a suite of dual action chemo- and photo-therapeutic
materials, liposomes with membrane-bound porphyrins (porphy-
somes, PoP) which can encapsulate a variety of clinically approved
chemotherapeutic drugs (Fig. 1a–c) have gained attention.17–21

Our study employs three formulations of these liposomes: EMPTY
PoP, doxorubicin loaded PoP (DOX@PoP), and irinotecan loaded
PoP (IRT@PoP).

From previous studies, it has been suggested that excitation
of the porphyrin in the PoP liposomes initiates singlet oxygen
(1O2) production in the lipid membrane (Fig. 1a).22 The produced
1O2 can diffuse through the membrane which contains a combi-
nation of saturated and unsaturated fatty acids. It has been
shown in multiple studies that the unsaturated lipids undergo
PoP-mediated photo-oxidization, likely by reacting with 1O2

and, upon reaching a threshold level of photooxidation,
enough of the liposome membrane is disturbed to allow the
release of the encapsulated chemo-drug (Fig. 1d).15,22,24

It is evident that the amount of 1O2 produced via the photo-
sensitization process in the PoP liposomes (i.e. the quantum yield
of 1O2 production, FD) dictates the photodynamic efficiency of the

treatment, in this case the drug release kinetics of the
system.22,25,26 However, perhaps less evidently, there is an extra
layer of complexity hidden in the PoP liposome design. In order to
fully describe the drug-release dependence on the photosensitiza-
tion efficiency, one must also consider the amount of 1O2 which is
released into the bulk solution vs. the amount which resides in
the lipid membrane specifically.27 Furthermore, it is also
important to consider and quantify the amount of 1O2 diffusing
into the inner liposomal cavity, which may be detrimental to
the whole treatment efficiency. To date, the kinetic parameters
governing the behavior of the 1O2 produced from the PoP
liposomes have not been reported. Although, the material has
already been shown to be an efficient tumor battling agent,17,21

we believe that understanding the partition of 1O2 between
the inner-, outer- and membrane-local environments of the
liposomes is critical for the current and future engineering of
liposome-based photodynamic systems, and their downstream
clinical applications.

The overall rate of 1O2 deactivation (kD) surrounding the PoP
liposomes can be described using eqn (1), where kout, klipid and
kin are the absolute rates of 1O2 deactivation in the bulk
solution, the lipid membrane, and the inner liposomal space,
respectively. Meanwhile, the values of g are the fractions of the
normalized 1O2 lifetime which the species spend in each
respective environment, given by eqn (2).

kD = goutkout + glipidklipid + ginkin (1)

gout + glipid + gin = 1 (2)

Commonly, characterization of 1O2 partition between the
different phases of a nanocarrier is done through the use of an
indirect detection approach, by monitoring the signal of a 1O2

sensitive molecular probe in H2O and D2O solvents.28–30 Due to
the heavy isotope effect of the solvent, 1O2 lifetime (tD) in D2O is
much greater than that in H2O, therefore quantifying the
kinetics of 1O2 production in the two solvents allows for the
discrimination of its fraction of lifetime affected (i.e. outside
of the nanocarrier) and non-affected (i.e. inside of the nano-
carrier) by the isotope effect.31 Furthermore, depending on the
location of the 1O2 detection probe, researchers have been able
to differentiate the amounts of 1O2 present in bulk solution vs.
the liposomes as a whole; or in the lipid membrane vs. the bulk
plus the interior liposomal space.29,30 It is worth noting that to
the best of our knowledge no method has been reported
to date, which is capable of deciphering all three different
contributions to the 1O2 deactivation in a heterogeneous
environment in a single, laid out set of experiments.

In our approach, we also take advantage of the method
utilizing the heavy isotope effect of the solvent (Scheme 1), and
use it in conjunction with quantifying the absolute (via direct
detection of 1O2 phosphorescence at 1270 nm) and the apparent
(i.e. how much 1O2 is detected in the bulk solution via an indirect
method) quantum yields of 1O2 production. The combination of
the two methods allows us to discern the difference between the
fractions of 1O2 lifetime in all local environments, that is in the
outer-, membrane-, and inner-liposomal spaces.

Fig. 1 (a) Cartoon representation of the drug-loaded PoP liposomes’ dual
modes of action. Upon irradiation singlet oxygen is produced in the lipid
membrane of the liposomes and can further diffuse into the inner-, outer-,
or membrane-liposomal environments (as represented by the thin arrows)
before activating a drug release mechanism via the unsaturated lipid
oxidation.22 The question mark refers to the main focus of this study, i.e.
determining the fraction of lifetime which 1O2 spends in each local
liposomal environment. (b) and (c) are previously reported18 transmission
electron microscope images of IRT@PoP and DOX@PoP liposomes,
respectively (reproduced under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution (CC BY-NC) License). (d) DOX release kinetics from DOX@PoP
liposomes in H2O, as characterized via steady-state fluorescence
emission23 (293 K, 110 mW from a CW halogen lamp (300 W, 80 V)
mounted on a slide projector (Kodak) equipped with a 625 nm high-pass
filter). Error bars represent � standard deviation obtained from triplicate
measurements.
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Experimental

Detailed materials preparation, measurements and data analysis
protocols are available in the ESI.† Briefly:

Liposome preparation

PoP liposomes were prepared in a similar way as recently
described.18 PoP liposomes were formed and then actively
loaded with either Dox or IRT as described in the ESI,† Section
1.1. Perinaphthenone (PNN, also known as phenalenone)32

carrying liposomes (PNN@EGG) were used to serve the role of
a reference photosensitizer system in the direct detection of 1O2.
They were prepared using a standard lipid hydration method
(ESI,† Section 1.2).

UV-visible spectra

UV-visible spectra were obtained on dilute liposome solutions
(B0.1 mg ml�1 in concentration) using a Varian Cary 50
spectrophotometer (ESI,† Section 3.1). Spectral deconvolution
was performed via a subtractive method using a solution of
silica to obtain a pure light scattering spectrum, and the
scattering-removed absorption profiles of the EMPTY PoP lipo-
somes as pure porphyrin absorption profiles (ESI,† Section 3.2).

Steady state fluorescence emission spectra

Steady state fluorescence emission spectra were obtained on an
Edinburgh FLS900 fluorescence spectrometer with excitation
set to 410 nm for general characterization (ESI,† Sections 3.1),
or 590 nm for drug release monitoring (ESI,† Section 3.3).

Singlet oxygen phosphorescence detection

Singlet oxygen phosphorescence detection was performed by
means of a customized near-infrared (NIR) detection system
equipped with a Nd:YAG laser working at a 1 kHz repetition

rate at 355 nm or 532 nm, and a Hamamatsu NIR detector
(ESI,† Section 4.1).

Broadband irradiation

Broadband irradiation of samples, used in the DOX@PoP drug
release studies, and in the indirect detection of 1O2, was
performed using a CW halogen lamp (300 W, 80 V) mounted
on a slide projector (Kodak), and equipped with an appropriate
optical filter (625 nm high-pass for drug release experiments;
295 nm high-pass for indirect detection of 1O2). In the case of
the drug-release experiments, samples received B110 mW of
light, or B8 mW in the case of indirect 1O2 detection (ESI,†
Sections 3.3 and 4.2, respectively).

Results and discussion
Material characterization

UV-vis absorption and fluorescence emission. Absorption
and emission profiles for the range of PoP liposomes consisted
of a sum of several components (Fig. 2 and ESI,† Fig. S2–S6).
In the case of EMPTY PoP liposomes (ESI,† Fig. S2 and S8),
the total absorption profile consisted of the liposome’s light
scattering, and of the porphyrin’s absorption with the Soret
band located at B419 nm, and the major Q-band at B674 nm.
Obtaining the emission spectrum of the EMPTY PoP revealed
that these liposomes carry a single sharp emission band
centred at a wavelength of B675 nm (ESI,† Fig. S2).

Meanwhile the absorption of DOX@PoP (ESI,† Fig. S3 and S9)
and IRT@PoP (ESI,† Fig. S5 and S10) liposomes was found to be
a sum of three components: liposome’s light scattering, as well
as the porphyrin and the encapsulated drug absorption. For
both drug-carrying systems, the porphyrin’s absorption profile
was found not to shift significantly compared to the EMPTY
PoP (within the monochromator’s error of �1 nm). Similarly,
the emission profile of DOX@PoP and IRT@PoP liposomes

Scheme 1 Outline of the strategy undertaken in this study to quantify the
fractions of 1O2 lifetime which the species spend in the external, bulk
solution – gout; the liposomal membrane – glipid; and the internal liposo-
mal cavity – gin.

Fig. 2 Sample UV-visible absorption spectral deconvolution for IRT@PoP
liposomes. Total absorption of the sample (blue) is matched to a scattering
profile obtained on a pure-scattering silica solution (yellow). The difference
between the two profiles is referred to as ‘‘scattering-removed’’ absorption
(ESI,† Section 3.2) which can be further deconvoluted into the absorption due
to the porphyrin (orange), using the scattering-removed absorption of the
EMPTY liposomes, and due to the encapsulated drug (purple).
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contained identical signatures to that for EMPTY PoP lipo-
somes, in addition to the encapsulated drug emission.

In the case of DOX@PoP liposomes, the absorption profile
of the encapsulated DOX was characterized by a broad absorption
in the 400–600 nm region, peaking at B495 nm. Furthermore, it
appeared to be overall blue shifted compared to the free drug in
solution (ESI,† Fig. S4), suggesting the encapsulated drug
aggregation, consistent with previous literature studies.23 This
observation is also concurrent with TEM images of DOX@PoP
liposomes which reveal DOX taking on an elongated fibrous
shape inside the PoP liposomes (Fig. 1c).18

In the case of IRT@PoP liposomes, the encapsulated IRT was
found to differ greatly in its absorption profile when compared to
its free counterpart in solution (ESI,† Fig. S5 and S6). Overall, the
encapsulated IRT was found to have its peak and shoulder
absorption change in their relative intensities and undergo a blue
shift. Similar to the case of DOX carrying liposomes, we speculate
that the changes to the IRT absorption upon encapsulation are
induced by the chromophore’s confined environment within the
internal liposomal cavity.

Importantly for the remainder of this study (vide infra),
we were able to quantitatively deconvolute each component’s
contribution to the overall PoP liposomes’ absorption (Fig. 2
and ESI,† Fig. S8–S10). As quantifying the quantum yields of
1O2 production under different irradiation conditions was neces-
sary to decipher its partition into the various local liposomal
environments, the deconvolution of total PoP liposomes absorption
served two important purposes. Firstly, it allowed us to disregard
scattering contributions from the quantum yield calculations,
assuming that the total light gain in solution due to scattering
was negligible.33 This assumption was justified given the low
working concentration of liposomes used throughout the study
(o0.1 mg ml�1), thus giving low optical densities of the
samples (ESI,† Fig. S2–S7). Secondly, it allowed us to quantify
the contribution of the porphyrin vs. the encapsulated drug
(cargo) absorption to the total absorption of the drug carrying
liposomes under various irradiation conditions (i.e. the absorp-
tion value at 355 nm – A355nm, and the integrated absorption
under broadband irradiation conditions – I200–800nm; Table 1 and
ESI,† Tables S1 and S4). This, in turn, enabled the quantification
of individual component contributions to the 1O2 production
quantum yields, ultimately painting a clear picture of the synergy
between the two chromophores present in these systems.

Solvent stability. As part of our strategy to characterize the
partition of 1O2 between the different local environments of the

PoP liposomes involved the use of D2O, we have performed
basic liposome characterization experiments to ensure that the
liposomes remain structurally indifferent to the deuterated
solvent environment.

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was used to obtain hydro-
dynamic radii of the PoP liposomes suspended in both H2O
and 95% D2O solvents (ESI,† Section 2.2). It was found that
DOX@PoP, and IRT@PoP had a monodispersed size distribu-
tion in water with z-average hydrodynamic radius values in the
100–110 nm range (ESI,† Fig. S1). These results were consistent
with the TEM images of the samples (Fig. 1b and c). EMPTY PoP
liposomes were found to have a broader size distribution, and a
higher z-average hydrodynamic radius of B167 nm.

Interestingly, the hydrodynamic radii of all liposomes
increased consistently, by B20 nm, when the samples were
suspended in 95% D2O (ESI,† Fig. S1). Despite this change,
each liposome sample appeared to retain its morphology as
characterized by the shape and width of the Gaussian z-average
size distributions in DLS. The observed apparent swelling of the
liposomes upon introduction to the deuterated solvent may
be an artefact of hydrodynamic radii measurement as the
solvation sphere around the liposomes differs between H2O
and D2O due to the difference in the solvent’s hydrogen
bonding strength.34 Moreover, we cannot dismiss the fact that
the observed difference may be also due to the liposomes
experiencing different degrees of hypotonic stress in either of
the solvents, which may lead to swelling.34–36 Detailed investiga-
tions into this phenomenon are beyond the scope of this work;
however, it is important for this study to explore the effects of
potential hypotonic stress on the stability of drug loaded PoP
liposomes.

To ensure that the drug-carrying PoP liposomes do not
release their cargo upon a sudden change in the solvent
environment caused by D2O, we performed sample drug release
experiments in both H2O and 95% D2O solvents (ESI,† Section 3.5,
Fig. S13 and S14). Conveniently, drug release from DOX@PoP
liposomes can be easily monitored via steady-state fluorescence
emission measurements.22,23 Under selective porphyrin irradiation
conditions, DOX@PoP liposomes were found to efficiently release
DOX when suspended in either the regular or the deuterated
water. Notably, liposomes suspended in 95% D2O were found to
release the drug B7 fold faster than those suspended in H2O.
Importantly, this observation does not necessarily suggest that the
PoP liposomes are structurally less stable in D2O, and is rather
consistent with a known phenomenon of deuterated solvent
equilibration across the lipid membranes.35,37,38 Considering that
1O2 has close to an order of magnitude longer lifetime in deuter-
ated water,39 it is rational that the improved longevity of 1O2 leads
to higher probability of activating the drug-release mechanism
through the reaction between 1O2 and the unsaturated lipids when
the DOX@PoP liposomes are suspended in D2O.

The above argument was further reinforced by the addi-
tional DLS and z-potential measurements performed on the
DOX@PoP liposomes before and after the drug release (ESI,†
Fig. S15). Results of these measurements suggest that the drug
release mechanism occurs without the disassembly of the

Table 1 PoP liposome deconvoluted absorption % contributions to the
total scattering-removed absorption at select wavelengths

Aporphyrin
355nm (%) Acargo

355nm (%) Iporphyrin
200–800nm

a (%) Icargo
200–800nm

a (%)

EMPTY PoP 100 — 100 —
DOX@PoP 74 26 12 88
IRT@PoP 5 95 73 27

a Integral absorption values account for the broadband irradiation
source spectrum and the cut-off filter used in the indirect detection
of 1O2 (ESI, Section S4.2).
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liposomes in both solvents, consistent with previous literature.40,41

This was concluded based on the shape and width of the z-average
size distribution plots which were found to be identical before and
after the irradiation, concurrent with the surface of the liposomes
gaining a more negative charge character after the drug release,
which has been shown to be a consequence of unsaturated lipid
oxidation caused by 1O2.27,41

Based on the results of the above physical characterization
experiments, we conclude that the PoP liposomes studied
herein remained largely unperturbed in their structure and
functionality when suspended in 95% D2O vs. H2O, thus allowing
us to move forward with our strategy to quantify 1O2 partition
(Scheme 1).

Singlet oxygen production

Direct detection of singlet oxygen deactivation. The rates of
1O2 deactivation were obtained directly by characterizing each of
the three PoP liposome systems via the time resolved near-
infrared detection set-up, schematically shown in Fig. 3a (details
are provided in the ESI,† Section 4.1).42 Samples dispersed in H2O
or 95% D2O were excited at 355 nm, corresponding to the
excitation of the porphyrin’s Soret band. Time-resolved emission
was then collected at the signature 1O2 emission wavelength of
1270 nm (Fig. 3c and d and ESI,† Fig. S16–S19). Notably, we have
ensured that the collected signal is indeed originating from the
1O2 emission, rather than potential porphyrin phosphorescence,
by performing control measurements on N2 purged samples. In
the absence of oxygen, no signal at 1270 nm was detected,
indicating that under air-equilibrated conditions the signal at
1270 nm originates from 1O2 only (ESI,† Fig. S18).

Due to the nature of the photosensitization process (ESI,†
Scheme S1), the basic kinetic parameters that contribute to the

1O2 production and decay are the lifetime of the photosensitizer’s
triplet state, tT, and the 1O2 lifetime, tD.43 Therefore, the phos-
phorescence signal (St) of 1O2 detected at 1270 nm presents a rise
and decay bi-exponential behaviour, which can be modelled by
the expression given by eqn (3).42,44 S0 is the measure of the signal
strength, directly linked to the amount of 1O2 present in solution,
while the term Y0 is added to account for the baseline in the real
measurement.

St ¼ S0 �
tD

tD � tT
� e�t=tD � e�t=tT
� �

þ Y0 (3)

It is important to note that in a heterogeneous system, such
as liposomes, fitting eqn (3) to the experimentally obtained data
gives the average tD value across the encountered environments
(Fig. 3b). While modifications of eqn (3) can be made to account for
a heterogeneous environment,28,45 we were unable to accurately fit
such variants to the obtained 1O2 phosphorescence decays in the
analysis of different PoP liposome systems.

Average 1O2 lifetimes for the EMPTY PoP and DOX@PoP
liposomes were found to be similar in H2O, with values of 7.1 �
0.6 ms and 8.0 � 0.3 ms, respectively (ESI,† Table S2). Further-
more, for IRT@PoP liposomes the observed 1O2 lifetime was
found to be strikingly larger in the H2O environment at 11.1 �
0.4 ms. It is worth noting that, tD for a standard photosensitizer
free in H2O is around 3–4 ms (ESI,† Table S5).31 In comparison,
the larger values of tD obtained for PoP liposome systems are in
the range of those previously reported in the literature for
liposome suspensions,46,47 and are themselves indicative of
the fact that 1O2 must spend a significant fraction of its overall
lifetime in the lipid environment, where typically the deactiva-
tion occurs in the tens of microseconds time range.48,49 Similar
trends were found for samples in 95% D2O with observed tD
values found to be 35.6 � 0.7 ms, 37.3 � 0.8 ms and 58.4 � 0.9 ms
for EMPTY PoP, DOX@PoP and IRT@PoP liposomes, respec-
tively (ESI,† Table S2). Meanwhile, for a reference photosensi-
tizer, riboflavin, free in 95% D2O, the tD was 37.9 � 0.2 ms (ESI,†
Table S3). The less significant difference between tD values
from the PoP liposomes and the free photosensitizer in 95%
D2O solutions suggests that, in our case specifically, tlipid

D must

be similar to tfree in 95% D2O
D .

The difference in singlet oxygen lifetime detected from
EMPTY PoP vs. IRT@PoP can be explained by the fact that in
the case of IRT@PoP liposomes, irradiation of samples at a
wavelength of 355 nm results primarily in the excitation of the
encapsulated IRT (Table 1), which is a known photosensitizer.50,51

Indeed, performing direct detection of 1O2 phosphorescence on
samples of free IRT in H2O and 95% D2O confirmed this (ESI,†
Fig. S22). Interestingly, for samples of IRT in H2O, we found tD to
be well above the anticipated 3–4 ms; furthermore the value was
also found to increase non-linearly with an increase in IRT
concentration until a plateau around 8.7 � 0.7 ms at 4100 mM
in IRT concentration (ESI,† Fig. S24). On the other hand, for IRT
in 95% D2O singlet oxygen lifetime did not appear to have a
dependence on IRT concentration and was found to average at
40.5 � 0.3 ms. We speculate that the observed behaviour is due to
irinotecan’s structure and its ability to locally disturb the

Fig. 3 (a) Schematic of the set-up used for the direct detection of 1O2

emission. (b) Cartoon representation of the 1O2 photosensitization and
emission process, notably 1O2 emission originates from all three of the
local liposomal environments. (c) In H2O, and (d) in 95% D2O – sample 1O2

emission data (blue), and their fit following eqn (3) (red), obtained from
EMPTY PoP liposomes (residuals and standard fit errors for all samples and
controls are available in the ESI,† Section 4.1).
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surrounding hydrogen bonding networks which serve as a domi-
nant pathway for singlet oxygen deactivation in water.31,52 Given the
relative contribution of cargo vs. porphyrin to the total absorbance
(Table 1), in the case of IRT@PoP liposomes and under our
experimental conditions for direct detection, the source of 1O2 is
largely IRT itself rather than the membrane bound PoP. Thus, 1O2 is
produced largely in the inner liposomal cavity of the liposomes,
which undergoes an enhancement in its lifetime due to the solva-
tion environment influenced by the IRT, resulting in the tD which is
significantly larger than that in the EMPTY PoP liposomes.

To understand the similarity in the tD values obtained for the
DOX@PoP and EMPTY PoP liposome samples, we have also
characterized the 1O2 behaviour in the presence of free doxorubicin
in both solvents. While DOX has been previously reported to have a
singlet oxygen production quantum yield of B0.02,53 in our
experimental set-up (free DOX samples were prepared in similar
optical density to DOX@PoP liposomes) DOX by itself was not
found to be a 1O2 producer (ESI,† Fig. S23). Furthermore, DOX was
also not found to be a 1O2 quencher as it did not influence the tD
when it was added in various concentrations to a solution of
standard photosensitizer, riboflavin (ESI,† Fig. S25). Interestingly,
addition of DOX to a solution of riboflavin did reduce the photo-
sensitizer’s ability to produce 1O2, which suggests that DOX can
act as a triplet excited state quencher. This observation is con-
sistent with the fact that DOX has been previously characterized to
have its triplet state energy around 151–176 kJ mol�1,53 which is
similar to a wide range of common photosensitizers, including
some porphyrins.54 For the purposes of this study, in the case of
DOX@PoP liposomes, it is rational to treat the encapsulated DOX
as a ‘‘silent partner’’ to the membrane porphyrin. DOX does not
produce significant amounts of 1O2 nor quenches it and thus does
not alter the observed tD values of the liposomes. Although, we do
not dismiss the possibility of DOX quenching some of the
porphysome’s ability to produce 1O2 (vide infra).

Quantification of the tD values from a range of PoP lipo-
somes, and free drugs in solution begins to pave a way to obtain
1O2 deactivation rate constants for all three local environments
of the liposomes. To achieve this, we first built a system of
eqn (4) and (5), based on eqn (1), which we used as a strategy to
solve for the fractions of 1O2 lifetime, i.e. values of g, in each
respective environment (Scheme 1).

kobsH2O
¼ goutkoutH2O

þ glipidklipid þ ginkinH2O
(4)

kobsD2O
¼ goutkoutD2O

þ glipidklipid þ ginkinD2O
(5)

Under our experimental conditions (low laser power, and
slow pulse rate) we anticipate all of the photosensitization

process to be monophotonic. Therefore, the observed tD values
are related to the average rates of 1O2 deactivation (kobs) across
the three different environments surrounding the liposomes
through eqn (6).

kobs = 1/tD (6)

Using tD obtained from the PoP liposomes, values of kobs were
obtained and are presented in Table 2. Furthermore, the values
of tD from samples of free standard photosensitizers in solution
were used to calculate the rates of 1O2 deactivation in the bulk
solution (kout). Meanwhile, the lifetimes of 1O2 for samples of a
standard photosensitizer, riboflavin, in the presence of DOX,
and for the free IRT in solution were assumed to be a sound
measure of 1O2 deactivation rate constants in the internal
liposomal spaces (kin) of the EMPTY PoP, DOX@PoP and
IRT@PoP liposomes, respectively.

Absolute and apparent singlet oxygen production quantum
yields. With the obtained rates of 1O2 deactivation, the overall
problem can be viewed as a system of three equations (eqn (4), (5)
and (2)) and four unknowns (gout, glipid, gin, and klipid, Scheme 1).
To solve the whole system, we first sought out to independently
determine the value of one more variable for each of the PoP
liposome systems (Scheme 1). Through careful consideration of
1O2 production kinetics, we realized a way to determine the value
of gout though a combination of direct and indirect 1O2 detection
methods, namely through the determination of the absolute
(Fabsolute

D ) and apparent (Fapparent
D ) 1O2 production quantum yields.

In the case of direct detection of 1O2 luminescence, the 1O2 signal
is detected from all three local liposomal environments, and thus
can be used to obtain the Fabsolute

D values. On the other hand, a 1O2

sensitive molecular probe which only responds to the reactive
species present in the bulk solution outside of the nanocarriers
can be used to determine the Fapparent

D values. The combination of
the two methods allowed us to discriminate for the value of gout,
as discussed below.

Quantum yields of 1O2 production were obtained from the
direct detection of the species luminescence at 1270 nm follow-
ing eqn (7).55

FS
D ¼ FR

D �
SS
0

SR
0

�
1� 10

�AR
lex

� �

1� 10
�AS

lex

� � (7)

As mentioned above, the term S0 (signal strength in eqn (3))
is directly linked to the amount of luminescent 1O2 present in
solution.45 In the case of PoP liposome systems, 1O2 is produced
in the membrane environment, but can further diffuse to either
the outer-, or the inner-liposomal space. During this process 1O2

Table 2 Rates of singlet oxygen deactivation obtained via the direct detectiona

kobsH2O

.
104 s�1 kobsD2O

.
104 s�1 koutH2O

.
104 s�1 koutD2O

.
104 s�1 kinH2O

.
104 s�1 kinD2O

.
104 s�1

EMPTY PoP 14.1 � 1.1 2.81 � 0.06 23.8 � 0.6 2.64 � 0.01 23.8 � 0.6 2.64 � 0.01
DOX@PoP 12.5 � 0.5 2.68 � 0.05 23.8 � 1.7 2.59 � 0.01
IRT@PoP 9.0 � 0.3 1.71 � 0.02 11.5 � 0.3 2.47 � 0.02

a Errors are based on the standard deviation of fitting eqn (3) to the direct detection data.
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encounters local environments with different refractive indexes,
polarizabilities, and dielectric properties, all of which have been
shown to affect the probability of 1O2 to emit a photon.56 Thus,
the only justifiable way of treating 1O2 luminescence strength as a
tool to measure 1O2 production, in eqn (7), is to use a reference
photosensitizer system which closely models the same local
environment changes as the PoP liposome samples, i.e. a
standard photosensitizer with a known 1O2 production quantum
yield in liposomes. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge
such a reference system has not been reported to date. In order to
alleviate this problem, we chose to work with perinaphthenone
(PNN) and synthesize PNN@EGG liposomes to serve as a photo-
sensitizer reference (ESI,† Section 1.2). PNN was chosen as
the standard 1O2 producer for several reasons: it can be excited
at 355 nm, matching the excitation of PoP liposomes; its 1O2

production quantum yield is nearly constant in a vast range
of solvents (FR

D = 0.95); and it is lipophilic.32 Meanwhile,
L-a-phosphatidylcholine (egg. chicken) lipids were chosen due
to their composition being a mixture of saturated and unsaturated
fatty acids, similar to PoP liposomes.

In order to ensure accuracy in the quantum yield values
determined using the reference approach, 1O2 direct detection
for all liposome systems in H2O was performed on several
unique samples varying in concentration (and thus optical
density at 355 nm). Resulting data were analysed using
eqn (3) (vide supra) and the signal intensities were plotted
against the absorption factors, as per eqn (7), using the
deconvoluted absorption values at 355 nm (Table 1). Resulting
plots (Fig. 4) were fit with a linear equation where the slopes
correspond to a S0/(1 � 10�Aex) ratio.

For EMPTY PoP and DOX@PoP liposomes, 1O2 production
quantum yields were found to carry an average value of
0.66 and 0.58, respectively (Table 3). Notably, the FD value for
DOX@PoP liposomes was found to be slightly smaller than that

for the EMPTY PoP, in agreement with the results of 1O2

lifetime characterization in the presence of free DOX which
suggested some degree of photosensitizer excited state quench-
ing by the doxorubicin. It is worth noting that in the case of
DOX@PoP quantum yield calculations, the absorption of DOX
at 355 nm was removed by spectral deconvolution as this
species’ was not found to be a 1O2 producer (vide supra).

On the other hand, the same could not be done for IRT@PoP
samples, as IRT itself was found to produce 1O2. As mentioned
above, at 355 nm, 95% of the scattering-removed absorption for
IRT@PoP samples is due to the IRT itself (Table 1). Having two
photosensitizer species present in solution, is likely the reason
for the observation in Fig. 4d where the x-intercept of the best
fit line does not land at the origin point. Furthermore, the value
of 1O2 production quantum yield for IRT@PoP was found to be
much lower (FD = 0.17 � 0.01) than that for the EMPTY PoP or
DOX@PoP liposomes. With the above arguments in mind, we
conclude this to be a reasonable outcome since IRT free in
solution was characterized to have a 1O2 production quantum
yield of 0.11 � 0.02 (based on the data presented in the ESI,†
Section 4.1).

Next, 1O2 production was monitored via the indirect detec-
tion approach where only 1O2 which makes its way outside of
the PoP liposomes can be detected (Fig. 5a and b). In order to
ensure the latter, we chose to work with uric acid as a 1O2

detection probe (labs.max = 291 nm). Uric acid is well known to
interact with triplet exited states of some photosensitizers, includ-
ing porphyrins.57 Importantly, we did not observe statistically
significant changes to the 1O2 production abilities of the PoP
liposomes in the presence of uric acid via the direct detection
(ESI,† Fig. S33 and Table S6), indicating that no direct contact
between the photosensitizer and the probe is taking place. This
allowed us to conclude that uric acid does not interact with the
lipid bound photosensitizer under the timescale of our indirect
detection protocol, and thus is only able to detect 1O2 in the bulk
external solution phase of the liposomes.

Changes to the uric acid absorption upon the reaction with
1O2 can be described by a pseudo-first order kinetic model, with
the integrated rate law given by eqn (8) (derivation in the ESI,†
Section 4.2).

ln[UA]t = ln[UA]0 � kPSt (8)

Fig. 4 Evolution of the intensity of the time-resolved 1O2 phosphorescence
signals at 1270 nm obtained from the samples of PNN@EGG (a), EMPTY PoP
(b), DOX@PoP (c), and IRT@PoP (d) liposomes at different concentrations in
H2O. Error bars represent � standard deviation obtained from the fits of
eqn (3) to the experimental data. Green dotted lines represent the 95%
confidence intervals of the best linear fits (blue solid line).

Table 3 Singlet oxygen production quantum yields obtained via the direct
and the indirect detection

Method/reference
system

Directa/PNN@EGG
(FD = 0.95)

Indirectb/RB in the
presence of UA
(FD = 0.66 � 0.02)

EMPTY PoPc 0.66 � 0.05 0.13 � 0.01
DOX@PoPc 0.58 � 0.03 0.12 � 0.01
IRT@PoPd 0.17 � 0.01 0.08 � 0.01

a Errors are based on the standard deviation of fitting eqn (3) to the
direct detection data. b Errors are based on the standard deviation of
fitting eqn (8) to the indirect detection data. c Fully deconvoluted values
for the porphyrin absorption were used in the calculations. d Scattering
deconvoluted values for the porphyrin + cargo absorption were used in
the calculations.
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The rate constant kPS is simply a combination of a few con-
stants given by eqn (9), where Fabsolute

D is the absolute quantum
yield of 1O2 production, IAbs being the integrated intensity of
the absorbed light (ESI,† Table S1), and kox the rate constant of
uric acid oxidation.

kPS ¼ �gout � kox � Fabsolute
D � IAbs �

1

k
(9)

By monitoring the uric acid absorption signal disappearance
upon selective sample irradiation, values of kPS were determined
experimentally for the PoP liposomes and the reference PS system
(sample data in Fig. 5c; all data in the ESI,† Fig. S27–S31). The
apparent 1O2 production quantum yields for PoP liposome
systems were then determined using a reference approach, and
following eqn (10) (Table 3, derivation in the ESI,† Section 4.3). In
this case, Rose Bengal was used as a reference sensitizer, and
its known interaction with uric acid57 has been accounted for
(ESI,† Section 4.4).

Fapparent
D ¼ FR

D �
kSPS
kRPS
� IRAbs

ISAbs

� tRD
tSD

(10)

Final results of the indirect detection measurements are
presented in Table 3 (details are provided in the ESI,† Sections
4.3 and 4.4). It was found that for all PoP liposome systems
studied, only a small fraction of the total produced 1O2 can be
detected in the bulk solution.

Partition of singlet oxygen into the local liposomal environments.
Notably, 1O2 produced from the reference photosensitizer in a

homogeneous environment, as in the case of indirect detection,
spends all its lifetime in the solvent; thus by definition, the
value of gout for the reference is equal to 1 (eqn (9)). Conse-
quently, based on eqn (9) and (10), the apparent 1O2 production
quantum yields for the liposome systems obtained using this
approach are defined by eqn (11) (derivation in the ESI,†
Section 4.3).

Fapparent
D = gout � Fabsolute

D (11)

Care was taken when considering the meaning behind the
values of Fabsolute

D in the context of indirect vs. direct detection
of 1O2. This is because direct detection was performed at a
single excitation wavelength of 355 nm, while indirect detection
was performed using a broad range of the visible spectrum
(ESI,† Fig. S26). For the EMPTY PoP and the DOX@PoP lipo-
somes, the porphyrin present in the liposomal membrane is the
sole contributor to the 1O2 production. Thus, it was safe to
extrapolate that, as both the direct and the indirect 1O2 photo-
sensitization experiments involved the irradiation of the same
single 1O2 producer, the values of FD obtained via direct
detection can be used directly as Fabsolute

D in equation 11 to
obtain the values of gout for each system (Table 4). On the other
hand, the same cannot be said for IRT@PoP liposome samples,
as both the IRT and the membrane porphyrin are 1O2 producers
(vide supra). As mentioned previously, based on spectral decon-
volution, at 355 nm, 95% of all absorption for IRT@PoP
samples is due to the IRT (Table 1), whereas, under the broad-
band irradiation conditions only 24% of total absorption is due
to the encapsulated drug. Given that these absorption contri-
bution values are known, the FD values of the EMPTY PoP
liposomes and of the free IRT obtained via the direct detection
can be used to estimate Fabsolute

D for IRT@PoP under the broad-
band irradiation conditions to be 0.53 � 0.04 (ESI,† Section 4.5).
This value was used in eqn (11) to calculate the fraction of 1O2

which escapes into the bulk solution.
The obtained gout values for all PoP liposome systems are

presented in Table 4, and all fall in a similar range of B0.15–
0.20, which is in line with the previously mentioned trends
between the direct and indirect detection approaches. Overall
this result indicates that whether the liposomes do or do not
carry cargo does not significantly affect their ability to release
1O2 into the bulk solution.

With the values of gout quantified, the system of eqn (4), (5)
and (2) can be solved for the three remaining unknowns: klipid,
glipid and gout (Scheme 1, ESI,† Section 4.6). The value of klipid

was determined to be 30 � 3 � 104 s�1 for the EMPTY PoP

Fig. 5 (a) Schematic of the sample irradiation set-up used in the indirect
detection of 1O2. (b) Cartoon representation of the 1O2 photosensitization
and reaction with the 1O2 detection probe, uric acid; notably 1O2 can only
be detected via the reaction with the probe in the external liposomal
environment. (c) Sample 1O2 production kinetic data for DOX@PoP lipo-
some samples in H2O, where the purple diamonds are for N2 purged
samples, and blue circles are for samples exposed to air. Error bars
represent � standard deviation for triplicate measurements. Blue dotted
line is the line of best fit of eqn (8) to the experimental data.

Table 4 Fractions of 1O2 lifetime spent in the different local environments
of PoP liposomesa

gout glipid gin

EMPTY PoP 0.19 � 0.02 0.47 � 0.04 0.34 � 0.06
DOX@PoP 0.20 � 0.02 0.54 � 0.07 0.26 � 0.09
IRT@PoP 0.14 � 0.02 0.50 � 0.08 0.36 � 0.10

a �standard deviation values are reported based on the propagation of
error resulting from the direct and indirect 1O2 detection measurements.
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liposomes and is in the range of typically reported values for 1O2

deactivation in lipids and surfactants (ESI,† Section 4.6).39,48,49

Since the lipid composition was the same for all PoP systems,
this value was further used in glipid quantification for all three
PoP liposome formulations together with the data from the
direct detection in either H2O or 95% D2O solvents (Table 2,
ESI,† Section 4.6). Lastly, the values of gout were obtained using
eqn (2) using the remaining quantified values of g presented
in Table 4.

Despite some differences in their photophysical behavior, all
three versions of the PoP liposomes were found to carry out 1O2

release in a similar manner. Through the novel approach of
combining direct and indirect 1O2 detection measurements, we
found that 480% of all sensitized 1O2 from the PoP liposomes
deactivates within the nanostructures themselves. In the case of
EMPTY PoP liposomes, which were found to produce 1O2 with a
staggering 0.66 quantum yield, only B19% of all 1O2 was found
to deactivate in the bulk solution, with the majority of 1O2

remaining in the lipid membrane (B47%) and some (B34%)
deactivating in the inner-liposomal cavity. Although DOX@PoP
liposomes were found to have a slightly lower absolute
quantum yield of 1O2 production (0.58) this material behaved
similarly to the EMPTY PoP liposomes in terms of its 1O2

releasing abilities. For DOX@PoP liposomes, 1O2 was found
to spend B20% of its lifetime in the bulk external solution
environment, with the remaining B54% and B26% spent in
the lipid membrane and the internal liposomal cavity, respec-
tively. Lastly, due to the presence of two photosensitizing
species, IRT@PoP liposomes were found to have a variable
1O2 production quantum yield depending on the wavelength of
excitation. Under our experimental conditions, in the case of
monochromatic excitation at 355 nm, IRT@PoP absorption was
dominated 19 : 1 by the encapsulated IRT which resulted in a
1O2 production quantum yield of only 0.17, similar to the value
for free IRT in solution (0.11). While 1O2 partition from the
IRT@PoP liposomes under broadband irradiation conditions
was ultimately characterized to consist of B14% contribution
in the outer-, B50% contribution in the membrane-, and
B36% contribution in the inner-liposomal environments, we
speculate these numbers to also be dependent on the irradia-
tion wavelength(s) as 1O2 is able to be produced from both the
liposomal cavity and the lipid membrane locations. Notably
even with only B26% and B36% of the produced 1O2 reaching
the internal liposomal cavity, for DOX@PoP and IRT@PoP
liposomes respectively, some degree of the encapsulated drug’s
degradation was noted via UV-visible spectroscopy after
prolonged 355 nm laser irradiation (ESI,† Fig. S35).

Conclusions

Through several basic spectroscopic techniques, we were able
to deduce that in the case of EMPTY PoP and DOX@PoP
liposomes the photophysical properties of the materials are
dictated largely by the membrane-trapped porphyrin chromo-
phore. On the other hand, in IRT@PoP liposomes the

encapsulated IRT was also confirmed to be a 1O2 producer,
which altered this material’s photosensitizing behavior under
different irradiation conditions.

All formulations of PoP liposomes were found to be well
behaved in terms of their 1O2 releasing abilities. EMPTY PoP
and DOX@PoP liposomes behaved nearly identically, despite
the DOX@PoP liposomes carrying chemotherapeutic cargo.
DOX was found to be largely a non-interfering, silent partner
to the membrane porphyrin. Both of these liposome formula-
tions were characterized to have an absolute 1O2 production
quantum yield in the B0.6–0.7 range, and have the ability to
release B1/5 of all produced 1O2 into the bulk solution while
keeping B1/2 of all 1O2 in the lipid membrane. On the other
hand, IRT@PoP liposomes were found to have a more complex
photophysics most evident in the 1O2 production quantum
yield measurements, which were found to be dependent on
the excitation conditions due to both the membrane porphyrin
and the encapsulated IRT acting as photosensitizers. Never-
theless, similar to the other two PoP liposome formulations
tested, IRT@PoP was also found to confine B1/2 of all produced
1O2 in the lipid membrane, while releasing B1/6 of sensitized 1O2

into the bulk solution. The fast drug-release kinetics of the PoP
systems can now be understood from the relative 1O2 partition
values reported herein. Based on the majority of the produced 1O2

deactivating in the lipid membrane of the PoPs, we have con-
firmed this material to be well suited for dual-action chemo/
phototherapy.

We believe our study to be a useful tool for researchers in
the field of nano-biomaterial design seeking to use our
approach to quantify their material’s abilities to release 1O2

into the specific local liposomal space. As we have discovered in
the case of PoP liposomes, that a large fraction of 1O2 staying
in the membrane liposomal environment may be advantageous
for fast-acting chemotherapeutic drug release. However,
modifications to the lipid composition, or the size of the
vesicles, may be made to tailor the material properties to be
more photo-therapeutic, with more 1O2 being released into the
bulk solution, and slower chemotherapeutic drug release, as
may be desired.
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